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According to the NKR LAW on the 'Local Referendum'  on July 2, 2014 Artsakh Government made a 

decision to call and conduct local referendums in Chartar and Ghuze Chartar of Martuni's region  on 

July 20 in the aim of uniting those cummunities in one Chartar community.More than one million 

drams  from the reserve fund of the government provided by the NKR state budget have been allocated 

to the NKR Central Electoral Commission to finance the expenditures for the preparation and conduct 

of the local referendums. In connection with the decision the Central Electoral Commission convoked 

an early session on July 7,where the sample of the ballot for conducting  of the local referendums in the 

aim of uniting Chartar and Ghuze Chartar of   NKR Martuni's region appointed on July 20 was discussed 

and approved.And the question of the ballot was as follows;Do you agree  the communities of Chartar 

and Ghuze Chartar of NKR Martuni's region be united in one Chartar community ? 

A number of preparatory work have been carried out by the NKR CEC for the proper organization and 

conduct of the upcoming referendums. In particular, a meeting had been held with the members of the 

precinct commissions of the referendums of those communities the aim of which was the discussion of 

the features for conducting of the local referendum with the responsibles, the clarification of the 

similarities and differences of the elections and referendums during the organization of the voting 

process, the procedure of filling the documents in. And here came the appointed day, July 20.Early in 

the morning the creative group of "AZAT ARTSAKH" newspaper was at the polling station for 

conducting of the referendums of Chartar and Ghuze Chartar. In general, as we saw, in both 

communities the vibrant movement of people,  the gathering in groups and hot discussions stated that  

in  ancient  Chartar community  a historical event was occurring. Due to the circumstances in 1989 one 

of the largest and famous in Nagorno Karabakh communities  Chartar was divided into two parts or into 

separate communities about which today  painfully remember the old inhabitants. At present the 

Government has given an opportunity to make a right decision and be reunited to  create a stronger 

economy together and restore the former glory. 

According to the awareness of  the  precinct electoral commissions heads  of both communities the 

referendum was proceeding in organized and calm conditions. The voting had started at 8:00. Just at 

that time the first voters were waiting outdoors. By 10 o'clock in the morning  about 80 voters from 

Ghuze Chartar and 90 from Chartar had performed their civic duty.For the purpose of conducting the 

local referendum on the basis of general,equal and direct suffrage representatives of  both NKR Central 

Electoral Commission and Territorial Electoral Commission of Martuni were also at the polling stations, 

who had arrived in before the opening of the polling stations.A session was convened, a distribution of 

work was carried out, the protocols were filled in as well as  other activities were implemented.։  

We shall note that according to Article 35 of the NKR Law on the Local Referendum the question to the 

local referendum 'Do you agree  the communities of Chartar and Ghuze Chartar of NKR Martuni's 

region be united in one Chartar community ? will be considered adopted if more than half of the 

participants and no less than one-third of the citizens included in the voter lists  voted 'for'.Moreover, 

the results of the referendum shall be  summarized in each community separately.The number of the 

voters  in Chartar community is 1742 and in Gh.Chartar  1313 people.։   

Heads of the precinct electoral commissions Varoujan Gevorgyan and Serjik Margaryan expressing their 



own viewpoints mentioned that they supported for the union.In Soviet times there was only one 

community named Chartar, which was economically  developed and powrefull." We were together 

before and so must be.Legends are told about our community.We must do everything to restore the 

fromer glory of Chartar.Today's referendum  is for that goal,done for the welfare of the population',-my 

interlocutors are convinced. Most population of both communities have the  tendency that Chartar 

community will receive a status of a city in case of being united.The community heads think so as well. 

Head of the community of Gh. Chartar Arthur Aghabekyan. 

-t's a welcoming event.This referendum takes place according to the will of people.No one has obliged 

us. The population of both communities realize that  the union is his future.We have been talking about 

it for two years, but no practical step has been done.Finaly an opportunity has been given to us to 

express our will. In case of being united the local budget should increase, there should be more 

opportunities in the respect of expenditures which should lead to the development of the 

community.As of today, we do not receive any subsidies from the Government. We hope that after 

being united the community of Chartar should get a status of a city, the attention of the Republic 

should increase,employments  should be created. 

Valeri Babayan -an inhabitant of Gh. Chartar  

-I have been living in Gh. Chartar community united to Upper and other Chartars since my 

birthday.There has been no difference for me. I absolutely support  the unification and I have voted 

demonstratively, in sight of everyone. Why live apart, we are the same people.? Why Ghuze, why 

Gyune?We marry our girls, bring brides, live together side by side...Еxtraneous words should be 

removed and make one Chartar.That's how I see our future. 

 Adavia Abrahamyan – an inhabitant of Gh. Chartar  

- We have always been together, togher in working collective, our children go to school together.Our 

community Chartar was almost a city thereat,  we had a city-bath, a typical hospital, a hotel, a culture 

center...Thus, there is no harm to become a city. Whatever, we should go to the fields to gather 

blackberries and other berries. 

Nina Musaelyan- an inhabitant of Gh. Chartar  

-  I came to the community of Ghuze Charter as a bride.I have six kids and today I think about their 

future.I believe the unification will be benefit to everyone and first of all to the future generation. Me 

and my husband are not working.And receiving a status of a city employments should be created. 

Vkadik Hovhannisyan- Head of Chartar community 

-I have been Head of the community since 1997.Chartar has 2300 inhabitants.It is a very ancient, 

historical community artificially divided into two parts.The time has come to be re-united together to 

solve our problems.Giving the community a status of a city in future I consider positive, as, like other 

cities of Karabakh money should be given for improvemant and solution of social issues.In all cases,we 

should be more powerful together.I repeat that this is one community and the division was a mistake. 

Leonard Tonyan-Headmaster of Chartar secondary shcool 

Unification is obviously a right step for the prosperty and further development of the community. And 



having a status of a city should contribute to community development, the youth will stay here. 

Siranuysh Gabrielyan- an inhabitant of Chartar 

-I've come to the referendum with pleasure.I have graduated from the Finance and Banking 

Department, but do not work so far, there are no jobs.I am sure that getting a  status of a city  

employments should  be created for the youth,life should become more interesting. 

Gyulchora Kamalyan- an inhabitant of Chartar  

-I support for the uinfication of the communities.I am from Upper Chartar where there is no water.The 

head of the community every day sends water for us with a tank.We hope everything should change for 

the better in case of inification.But today, I can say, that we survive,because I do not work, there is no 

job, and the retirement age is still far away from me.People of Cartar have always been hardworking.An 

oppotunity should be given for working. 

Larisa Baghdasaryan-an inhabitant of Chartar  

-I am also from Upper Chartar and I  think about having water. I am an old woman, but every day I cross 

a few miles to bring some water.And I think the problem of water should be solved in case of the 

unification of the communities. 

During our  talk the Head of the Regional Administration of Martuni Nelson Soghomonyan assured that 

the unification is the desire of people.Considereing the referendum a positive step, he said, that two 

months before during the meeting with NKR Prime Minister  held in Chartar Culture Center the majority 

of the population supported for the unification.According to his words there were a number of 

programs which had been provided to carry out with the support of the Russian philanthropists of the 

community;construction of unified system of water supply,improvement of  community 

roads,renovation of the hospital and so on." I consider it a right step",- said N. Soghomonyan.-I have 

reccomendations of enlarging other communities.It does not only simplify the management process 

but shortens the way to achieve the common goal. 

-Perhaps, the unification of Chartars should be an example for other communities for enlarging,- said 

the Head of the Regional Administration of Martuni.-I think so.I've always been concerned about the 

further economic progress of Chartars. With today's status I do not see any progress in the agricultural 

sphere in the communities.The farmer must keep livestock,  be engagеd in beekeeping, poultry.. If this 

is not possible, there are no conditions, then there is need to think about the status of a community  

and choose other ways for the economic development.In such circumstances the necessity of becoming 

a city is inevitable. 

Well, the first and perhaps  the most important step has been done. The  NKR CEC informed us that the 

referendum has been held.There is nothing but wait the status of a city of Chartar community, which 

should be decided by the legislators.  

Laura Grigoryan 

  


